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Abstract: Rapidly expanding digital record collections pose daunting challenges for item-level
search, as is required for many eDiscovery and Freedom of Information requests. Digital records
also offer opportunities for enhancing search, however, including content-based “full-text” search
and statistical modeling of language use. Over the last five years, we have helped lead a global effort
to develop ways of answering the question of “how well are we doing.” This question is key both
because archivists, the judiciary, and other interested parties need that answer now, and because
those who seek to build better search technology, or better processes for using technology that we
already have, need to know what “better” means. We are working with an international group of
experts in technology design, process design, and evaluation design to address this need. We call this
the “Legal Track” of the Text Retrieval Conference. To date, that effort has resulted in the creation
of two benchmark “test collections” for which evaluation results from dozens of academic and
commercial search systems are now publicly available. In this brief talk we will describe the key
details of our evaluation process, we will illustrate what we have learned by presenting two key
results from participating research teams, we will explain where to find additional details that would
be of interest to both researchers and practitioners, and we will explain the relationship between this
work and other initiatives such as the Sedona Conference and the Electronic Discovery Reference
Model (EDRM).
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